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I. Introduction
This paper discusses dispute resolution systems in Canada that are designed to implement
Indigenous laws and values. It draws largely on models from First Nation contexts and publicly
available material. It is the second of two papers on methods for conflict resolution in First
Nation communities prepared for the Centre of Excellence for Matrimonial Real Property.1 Not
intended as an exhaustive review, it provides examples of a wide variety of First Nation
approaches to conflict resolution operating in Canada. We begin with a general discussion of
Indigenous legal traditions and approaches to conflict resolution. This is followed by examples
that draw on Indigenous and Canadian dispute resolution values and processes operating at the
community level in matrimonial real property and other family contexts as well as under the
First Nations Lands Management Act.2
II. Indigenous Legal Traditions and Conflict Resolution
“Indigenous legal traditions” is a phrase adopted by the Law Commission of Canada and
Indigenous Legal scholars to describe a body of Indigenous law including “Aboriginal dispute
resolution systems” and “governance process.”3 Legal principles and values these traditions
frequently embody include: respect, restitution, reconciliation, responsibility and connection with
natural and spiritual environments, Creator and community. However,
while there is often a strong emphasis on some of these concepts, they are not
idealized, simple, or stand-alone responses to harms and conflicts. Every Indigenous
legal tradition [has]… nuanced and robust understandings of what implementation of
these principles entail, each legal order has a much broader repertoire of principled
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legal responses and resolutions to harm and conflict to draw as factual situations
warrant.4
Indigenous laws are reflected in stories, oral traditions, practices and other lived
experiences of Indigenous peoples. They also exist as broad legal principles derived from and
reflecting societal values. For example, laws, practices and processes articulated in Book One of
the Statutes of the Carcross Tagish First Nation (CTFN) are based on core virtues or values that
flow from CTFN stories, traditions, and practices.5 Book One and the CTFN Constitution are the
primary sources for developing and interpreting CTFN laws. Among the core virtues is respect.
A “fundamental principle of survival that comes from timeless wisdom,” it is considered “a core
law.”6 Respect includes caring about people and treating them with dignity, to “treat everyone
how you want to be treated.”7 Practicing respect engages other virtues such as acceptance,
obedience, patience, and diligence. Diligence includes “attention and care legally expected or
required of a person” and “ being respectful of your place, your role, and your responsibilities in
the community and to honour these by constantly striving to achieve the best for all in every
aspect of our lives.”8 Not surprisingly, this law permeates throughout all aspects of
Carcross/Tagish law and that of other Yukon First Nations, including CTFN family law and
negotiated legal regimes with Canadian governments.9 Other virtues informing CTFN legal
traditions include the capacity to love, selflessness, courage, knowledge, compassion, honesty
and integrity in relationships.10
These core values are aimed at establishing conditions necessary to live in harmony,
respect differences, promote the well-being of individuals, families and the community, and
resolve disputes in ways that promote better relationships. The Boy Who Shot the Star
4
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reproduced in Book Two: Government of Carcross/Tagish Traditional Family Beliefs and
Practices (and appended to this paper) is an example of how some foundational laws, values and
processes are reflected in stories and oral traditions.11 The teachings from this story are explained
as follows:
Stories say different things to different people. At different times new things will
be found in the same story. All traditional stories are rich, magically full of
lessons, insights and meaning. Each will take what they need from a story. Here
are some insights about our values that can be taken from this story.
This story speaks of loyalty, of connection to family and home, and of how
harmony in our lives can be broken by speaking disrespectfully of others.
The story demonstrates the harm in resorting to anger and revenge when we are
hurt or suffer loss. Shooting arrows at the moon did not save a friend, but taking
risks, persevering through great difficulties and seeking the helping hands of
others did save a friend.
Focussing on what is most important to our hearts brings us back to our family, to
those we love, and to the life that is most important to us. We come home safely
when we concentrate on what is most important to us, and act on our values.
Opening ourselves in a good way to the lessons life provides about acting on our
values lies at the core of all stories.12
1. Accessing Justice and Reconciliation Project
Two important themes about Indigenous legal traditions around conflict resolution emerge
from research conducted by the Accessing Justice and Reconciliation Project [AJR].13 Under the
direction of Indigenous legal scholar Dr. Val Napoleon, the AJR is a recent collaboration
between the University of Victoria Faculty of Law Indigenous Law Research Clinic, the
Indigenous Bar Association, and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, funded by the
Ontario Law Foundation. The goal of the AJR research project on conflict resolution was to
better recognize how Indigenous societies used their own legal traditions to
successfully deal with harms and conflicts between and within groups and to identify
11
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and articulate legal principles that could be accessed and applied today to work
toward healthy and strong futures for communities.14
Applying a similar method to that adopted by lawyers to identify legal principles in
Canadian court decisions, researchers on the AJR project analyzed publicly available materials,
stories and oral traditions of partner First Nation communities in collaboration with Elders and
other knowledgeable people from those communities.15 Their research revealed two important
themes about dispute resolution:
(1) There is no ‘one size fits all’ approach within or among Indigenous legal traditions.
There are a wide variety of principled legal responses and resolutions to harm and
conflict available within each legal tradition.16
...
(2) Indigenous legal traditions reveal both consistency and continuity over time, and
responsiveness and adaptability to changing contexts.17
For example, in the Mi’kmaq legal tradition, abeksikdawaebegik (reconciliation) and
abeksikdewapan (responsibility) are core values.18 They promote the taking of responsibility by
those that cause harm by, for instance, offering restitution and empathy to victims.19 Cree legal
tradition emphasizes healing of the offender, but may also use principles of separation "to keep
others safe," while "acknowledging responsibility," undertaking "re-integration," and learning
from the consequences.20 The Tsilhqot’in legal tradition emphasizes "maintaining individual and
community safety."21 In their tradition, separating offenders from the community and deterrence
were used to help in achieving this goal.22 Healing, in the Tsilhqot-in tradition, is a "preferable
resolution," but separation may be helpful in achieving healing by "creating space for the
wrongdoer to reflect and change the thinking and behaviour that led to the harm in the first
place."23
The AJR’s review of Anishinabek legal traditions also illustrates the theme of
consistency and continuity. It reveals a consistent legal principle that community participation in
14
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decision making is central to determining how serious harms to a community are addressed.24
Who decides and how the collective decision is made depends on the nature of the dispute.
Decision makers may include a small, directly affected group, such as a family harmed by
someone’s actions, or extend to the entire community, including outside experts depending on
the harm in issue.25 In 2003, the 39 communities of the Anishinabek Nation began developing
current processes for conflict resolution operating in their communities as part of their selfgovernment negotiations.26 After engaging in extensive consultation with Anishinabek citizens
along with one national and four regional processes, processes that engage tribunal, mediation
and Circle decision making were developed within Anishinabek territory.27 Elaborated on later in
this paper, these processes are grounded in seven Anishinabek grandfather teachings, involve
community members and those affected by the conflict in decision making, and seek to restore
relationships.28
Diversity and consistency are also demonstrated in the examples below. Although
Indigenous legal traditions have been undermined, many persist or are in the process of revival
and revitalization. Like other systems of law, they are dynamic - evolving and adapting over time
to internal and external influences. We begin with a discussion of two examples of Indigenous
approaches to collective decision making and conflict resolution used to address a wide range of
disputes, including property disputes. Aspects of these processes are common to many
Indigenous legal traditions including Circle discussions, ceremony, performance, listening and
witnessing. This is followed by an overview of dispute resolution services and models from
across Canada that draw on both western and Indigenous legal traditions to resolve family, land
and matrimonial property disputes implemented through negotiated agreements or federal
legislation such as the Family Homes on Reserves and Matrimonial Interests or Rights Act29 and
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First Nations Land Management Act.30 The approach we use to describe these processes is
informed by the AJR project and seeks to answer one or all of the following questions:
1. What are the key characteristics of the decision-making/problem-solving processes,
including: (a) who are the authoritative decision makers? (b) what procedures or
processes are involved in determining a legitimate response or resolution to conflict?
2. What principles govern responses to conflict?
3. What principles govern individual and collective responsibilities and expectations?31
2. Stó:lō Healing and Peacemaking Circles
Stó:lō approaches to conflict resolution are grounded on the principle that their programs
be supported by the Stó:lō people and be based on Stó:lō “culture, customs, and traditions”32 principles that reflect their aspirations for self-determination by giving themselves and their legal
institutions more meaningful roles in the justice system. For the Stó:lō, self-determination and
justice are about being held responsible in a variety of ways.
In general terms, a person who has caused harm is given the opportunity to take
responsibility within a forum that focuses on maintaining family ties and community
connections. All of this occurs within a context in which community takes
responsibility for dealing with the troubles that exist among its people and in its
external relations with other communities.33
The goal is to restore the community to harmony rather than just on punishing the
offender.
The Indigenous language of the Stó:lō is Xwélmexwqel or Halq’eméylem.34 The Stó:lō
believe that their essence as a people is embodied in their language and so it is important to use it
as much as possible.35 Use of their language in conflict resolution and describing their conflict
resolution systems also helps ground the discussion in their worldview and away from
responding only to demands and judicial processes of the Canadian justice system. Language is
also important when describing their justice system. For example, referring to Stó:lō justice
30
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programs as “alternative” and the Canadian criminal justice system as “mainstream” can delegitimize the justice system of the Stó:lō and reinforce colonial relationships.36 Stopping the use
of such terms in their justice programs was a “small decolonizing step.”37
As Stó:lō Nation legal traditions do not have a word for “justice,” Stó:lō Elders created
the word, Qwi:qwelstóm kwelam t’ ey (qwi:qwelstóm) - roughly translated as, “they are teaching
you, moving you toward the good” - to describe program initiatives developed with the
assistance of Wenona Victor in the late 1990s.38 It is a concept of “justice” centered upon the
family and reflects a way of life that focuses on relationships and the interconnectedness of all
life.39 It has four key elements: “the role of Elders; the role of family, family ties, and community
connections; teachings; and spirituality.”40
Qwi:qwelstóm is "accountable to two main bodies within the Stó:lō Nation governance
structure: the House of Justice and the Elders council for Qwi:qwelstóm."41 It is concerned
largely with matters that Canadian law would characterize as criminal. The House of Justice
provides the mandate for the program and the Elders Council looks after the day-to-day
operations.42 Qwi:qwelstóm accepts referrals from "the RCMP (pre-charge), Crown counsels,
(post charge), probation officers (pre-sentence), community members, self-referrals from the
ones harmed or those causing harm” and government departments such as the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, and the Ministry of Children and Family Development.43 It also has a role
in resolving conflicts internally between community members and between community members
and institutional employees such as school staff.44
The Stó:lō have two basic criteria for participation:
First, the person who has done the harm must be taking responsibility for his or her
behaviour. Second, all relevant persons, particularly those who have been harmed
are fully informed of the Qwi:qwelstóm process and are offered the opportunity to
participate when they are ready.45
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When asked to participate in a Circle, participants are also asked to "come prepared to
share all four sacred parts of being...the physical, the mental, the emotional, and the spiritual."46
Preparation for a Circle engages the person's mental, physical, emotional and spiritual lives.47
Not only are participants asked to come physically ready to participate by being "well-rested,
fed, and drug- and alcohol-free for at least four days prior to the Circle date" but they are also
asked to be mentally ready by coming to the Circle with "a strong mind, in order to make best
use of the words that will be shared."48 Preparing for participating in a Circle may depend on
whether the Circle is a "healing or a peacemaking Circle" since in healing Circles the focus is
"almost exclusively on restoring balance to an individual(s)" where a peacemaking Circle
focuses mostly on gaining an "understanding by all Circle participants regarding a specific
incident."49
Acceptance is determined on a case by case basis depending on a range of factors such as
the "remorse (level of awareness) of the person who caused the harm," "the community’s
willingness to deal with the person" and the "resources available to the person(s) who caused the
harm, the person(s) harmed, and family members" to handle the situation.50 If the people
involved in the conflict are in the midst of their own "journey of healing" then the "thoughts and
opinions of the harmed person(s)" and the "positive actions the wrongdoer has taken" are also
considered.51
At the centre of the Qwi:qwelstóm kwelam program are healing and peacemaking Circles
and the Smómíyelhtel, a group of community members who organize and lead restorative
Circles. They undergo extensive training on traditional Circle processes and other “Aboriginal
justice initiatives, fetal alcohol syndrome, restorative justice and conflict resolution.”52 They
organize and lead the Circles, inform participants of expectations, document the proceedings
and, when necessary, the resolution.53 They are free to use their own personal style when leading
the Circle but have “guiding principles to follow.”54 These principles include "building relations
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and resolving conflict “in a good way,”" reconnecting "family members to their extended family
and to their community," encouraging participants to bring Elders to share in the Circle, and
focusing on being responsible and working on the self.55
Qwi:qwelstóm offers healing and peacemaking Circles at four times during the
prosecuting process: "to replace the trial process, to make a sentencing recommendation, to assist
with reintegrating Aboriginal people who have been incarcerated back into their communities,
and/or to develop a healing plan to be part of sentencing and/or probation orders."56 However, it
also uses these processes to “assist with family disputes, custody concerns and divorce
settlements” and to improve relations between other parties to disputes.57 As elaborated below
under the heading “B.C. Circle and Family Group Conferencing Models,” the Circle process has
also been adapted to bring together extended family in child welfare matters to learn from
teachings of Elders and develop family plans. Peacemaking Circles share some characteristics
with Euro-Canadian mediation processes and healing Circles with transformative mediation and
counseling sessions. Mediation and peacemaking seek to achieve better understanding among
those affected by the conflict and to seek solutions that address all concerns. Healing Circles
share these features and are also focused on restoring balance and harmony to individuals and
relationships harmed by past and present events.58
Participants in the Circle vary depending on the nature of the dispute but always include
the Smómíyelhtel, the parties involved in the dispute, and at least one Elder.59 Each participant is
asked to bring an Elder from their family.60 Circles are rescheduled if an Elder is not able to
attend.61 Elders have a special role because they are accorded respect by Stó:lō people, “really
listen and come without their own agenda.”62 They "know how each person is tied to the
community," bring spiritual guidance to the process, and their advice is generally well accepted
by Circle participants.63
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Extended family is also important to the process. The Stó:lō consider cousins as siblings
and do not “place distance between family" as non-Indigenous peoples might in the case of
extended family by using words such as “step,” “in-law,” and “half.”64 People are often
introduced to each other in the community in terms of their family connections. These
connections are reinforced in the Circle process, providing greater incentive to listen and
change.65 Names and connections come with responsibility and those who have gone through
naming ceremonies to receive ancestral names may be “stripped…until they show they can carry
it with responsibility and respect.”66 Connection to family in Stó:lō culture makes it easier for a
wrongdoer to face a stranger in a courtroom than to sit in an intimate Circle with family they
love and respect and acknowledge how they harmed them.67
All participants are encouraged to be kind, respectful and acknowledge the courage it
takes to ask for help and to change.68 They are expected to "share all four sacred parts of being,
namely, the physical, the mental, the emotional, and the spiritual."69 Involvement in the process
calls for full participation through “actively listening, verbally sharing or both.”70 Participants are
expected to be mentally strong enough to hear what may be difficult to hear and to extrapolate
the good from what is being said.71 Sharing emotions is also encouraged.72
Circle processes are highly spiritual and sacred to the Stó:lō. “[A]ll of life is best
understood in terms of a Circle” and Circle work has “the power to protect and to heal.”73 The
Circle process “creates space for Elders and invaluable teachings” they have to share and a
forum for community members to relate in a “safe and non-confrontational" way.74 It is a way
for people to connect with Elders, family and ancestors. Each session "always starts and finishes
with a prayer."75 This is usually conducted by the Elder and is done to "ground the participants
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and acknowledge Stó:lō ancestors."76 Sometimes a meal is shared to further promote closeness
and a feeling of well-being.77
Receiving and sharing teachings is an important part of the Circle process and
establishing one’s identity and sense of self-worth.78 Tools used to help to facilitate this include a
talking piece, sacred and unique to each Smóyelhtel.79 It is given to him or her by family
relations to represent their ability "to bring people together “in a good way.”"80 It is treated with
respect by all participants and only the person holding it may speak. This enables speakers to
proceed at their own pace, uninterrupted, slows the pace of discussion and ensures that nobody
speaks out of turn.81 It also reminds the speaker to speak truthfully and from the heart – an "‘I’
frame of reference that personalizes the interactions in the Circle.”82
3. Gitanyow Legal Order and the Feast System
Ceremony, images, language, music, telling, performing and witnessing also have a
significant role in many Indigenous legal systems and dispute resolution processes. For
example, under Gitanyow law, the “highest legal and political unit is the House group"
(matrilineal family lineage group).83 Each house continues to evidence its territory, familial
property and political authority through a sophisticated interweaving of song, performance,
verbal record and images witnessed at feasts or potlatches by chiefs and members of other
houses.84 A unique set of crest images (ayuks) on blankets, rattles, poles and other regalia, as
well as hereditary names of honoured ancestors, legends, songs, dances, secret words,
ceremonial prerogatives and other intangibles belong to each House and are held by the Chief on
their behalf.85
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Godfrey Good is Gwinu,86 a Gitanyow hereditary chief. As a chief he is expected to
remain visible by wearing his chief’s regalia and participating in feasts and to maintain a moral
code so as not to disgrace his name through negligent or selfish behaviour.87 In describing the
legal order applicable to a Chief’s holding of house possessions, he describes it as “automatic,”
deliberative, communal and witnessed by chiefs today as it was in the past.88 When the Gitanyow
stop following these legal traditions, "they will cease to be the Gitanyow people and will be
something else."89 The legal and political significance of these legal traditions are
“constitutional” in the sense that they are about more than creating clear rules to govern
relationships and disputes.90 Rather, Gitanyow “centrally define themselves as a people who
follow these laws.”91 Good explains that the law is not just a set of rules to resolve conflicts:
When a chief dies, this is when the law is opened. It is automatic. No
one can break the law when a chief dies. The chiefs will gather, have
a feast and decide what to do. The law is the same today…
When a chief dies, the law happens automatically. It is in the feast
hall that the business is taken care of. If the law is not followed
properly, the chiefs will ask why and state that it is not right. The
law of our people is very good.92
Telling of adaawk, (formal oral history) is fundamental to transmission of laws and
clarification of rights and responsibilities.93 While crests represent important events that occur in
the history of a House, these events are more fully recorded in the adaawk. Adaawk are sung or
repeated orally but in some instances the telling of adaawk has also been recorded orally,
visually and in writing.94 Hereditary chiefs have a responsibility to pass on the adaawk and
members of the House have a responsibility "to listen and to witness."95 The chief has the
responsibility of “telling the truth” and the listeners are responsible for understanding what they
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have heard.96 They may be called “mediators” if there is disagreement or misunderstanding
within the House.97 For example, "by listening at the feast, a person becomes familiar with the
geographic place names" and territories associated with different Houses as the
traditional way of showing ownership to land is to repeat the adaawk [and] share it
with other chiefs. All present at the feast will hear and be witness. The guest chiefs
will respond. They will affirm the adaawk or they will state it is not correct.98
Adaawk and naxnox (spirit dance, performance) are also associated with specific objects
(e.g. masks) and crest images.99 For example, Robert Good (Sindihl) tells an adaawk associated
with Simgyak, a bird’s head mask with a small human figure inside the beak, used in a naxnox.100
In the adaawk, the small human figure is a “higher power that descended from the heavens and
speaks through the bird’s mouth.”101 It tells the chief of the House of Luuxhon to fish at a certain
site. The “spirit of the place (spanaxnox) gives the House Chief permission to use the site” and is
the underlying legal authority for ownership and use of the fishing site by the House.102
Disputes sometimes arise between Houses and members concerning House property,
such as unauthorized use of crest images.103 Authentication of the use of the symbol according to
aboriginal legal traditions anticipates the affected House groups host a feast, and invite chiefs to
attend along with “others with an interest in the crest being displayed.”104 There is also a broader
application of this approach to other disputes and Nations through intermarriage. However the
centrality of the feast, telling and witnessing to articulate law and applying it to the resolution of
a wider range of disputes depends in part on whether the feast system continues to be recognized
and reinforced as an effective and workable system for clarifying laws and resolving disputes
within a particular community and beyond members of a particular House and collective
property.105
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III. Hybrid Models Drawing on Indigenous and Euro-Canadian Traditions
The following section provides an overview of dispute resolution processes that draw on
Indigenous and Euro-Canadian legal traditions and dispute resolution processes. These processes
include adaptations of mediation and tribunal processes, dispute resolution committees and
collaborative decision-making.106
1. Ridgewood
In 1992, the Ridgewood Foundation for Community-Based Conflict Resolution was
founded in order to develop, promote, and enhance Indigenous community-based conflict
resolution “through foundational and principled best practices, process design and training.”107
Though it is no longer active due to the death of its founder,108 the Ridgewood Foundation
provided training and services to various groups including First Nations, government, police,
community developers and professionals. The training was informed by a principled approach to
dispute resolution based on interest based negotiation skills training. The training sessions
formed part of a seven-day schedule designed to expose parties to negotiation processes while
“equaliz[ing] the power imbalance between parties such as a First Nations community and the
federal government.”109 Sessions were interactive and engaging “with the use of role playing
while conveying principles of education on the ADR process, such as negotiation or
mediation.”110 Following the negotiation training sessions, the affected parties prepared to
negotiate actual conflicts with which they were involved.111 Such training is now offered through
other Indigenous conflict resolution programs such as those offered by the Indigenous
Leadership and Management Programs offered by the Banff Center in Alberta.
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Jo- Ann Greene has suggested this process might be adaptable to matrimonial real
property disputes.112 Applicable aspects include:
• It provides training in the process and skills for an equitable negotiation
session;
• It is principled negotiation with emphasis on reaching an amicable
agreement;
• It allows attention to cultural/identity issues, even those that may be deeprooted, to be explored during negotiation; and
• It encourages full participation by the parties by paying attention to the
environment in which the negotiation process occurs.113
Another benefit of the Ridgewood process is its focus on identifying and addressing the
reasons and feelings underlying the conflict. Within First Nation and other communities “deeprooted internalized feelings are often attached to the conflict.”114 The Ridgewood process
facilitates the consideration and resolution of such feelings in order to prevent “derailment of the
process.”115 This is crucial in that the process may collapse if the resolution of such concerns is
inadequate, since any trust developed will disappear.116
However, Greene also points out some of the limitations of applying this model to
matrimonial property disputes. For instance, one person in the relationship may generate the
majority of the income and as a result, have more resources at his or her disposal to influence or
“coerce outcomes”117 by threatening litigation. Power issues are particularly prominent in
families that experience domestic violence. For these reasons involvement of a third party or
other process for addressing power imbalances is often needed to ensure fair and enduring
resolution to such disputes.
2. Treaty Four
Established in 1999, the Treaty Four Governance Institute is “part of the Treaty Four
Governance Model that promotes self-determination, self-government and the development of
governance capacity.”118 It provides “advice to First Nations on the function & development of
112
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constitutions, laws [and] policies” as well as development and training for treaty wide and
community level dispute resolution.119 In October of 2000, it adopted a policy, “to provide a
mechanism whereby the First Nation can resolve community disputes…by proceeding through
mediation, and adjudication if necessary, all the time drawing upon the mediation and
peacemaking traditions of the Nation.”120 The Treaty Four Governance Institute has since
incorporated mediation, as the first level in settling disputes, and adjudicative mechanisms, as the
second level in resolving disputes. It also established the Treaty Four Administrative Tribunal
(Tribunal) to “adjudicate disputes involving the application of First Nation law within Treaty
Four territory. In order for the Tribunal to assert its jurisdiction, the First Nation law must
designate the Tribunal as the dispute resolution mechanism to use.”121 It is intended to be
available when disputes cannot be resolved at the community level through other processes.
Tribunal members are selected from the 34 First Nations of Treaty four and do not
participate in resolution of conflicts from their own community.122 The Treaty Four Governance
Institute is responsible for developing and training Tribunal members, including in First Nation
community based laws. The Tribunal was initially developed in response to the following needs
identified by community members:
•
•
•
•
•

Internal appeals seen as biased and ineffective
External systems are too distant and inefficient
Dispute resolution is a key component to all governance developments
Desire to incorporate “traditional” principles and practices in settling disputes
Improve quality of life (by settling disputes)123

The process followed incorporates Canadian administrative tribunal laws designed to
ensure procedural fairness as well as ceremonial practice and respect for First Nations law and
legal process. It involves five stages: “determination of Treaty Four jurisdiction" "pre-hearing
stage," "the hearing," "decision writing" and "after the decision.”124 Lawyers for both disputing
parties may be present but are precluded from actively participating and cross examination is
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limited. The primary purpose of the Tribunal is to make findings of fact and settle disputes
through the application of First Nations law. But the Tribunal may also make non-binding
recommendations on possible ways to resolve the conflict,125 suggest "recommendations on the
development [and] implementation of First Nation law and policy," and issue "interim orders or
injunctions during the course of its' proceedings."126 While recommendations of the tribunal are
non-binding, "the agreement to participate in the adjudicative process amounts to consenting to
the binding Tribunal decision."127
3. Siksika Nation
In Alberta, the Aiskapimohkiiks Program was developed as a community-based justice
program in order to “assist all Siksika Nation members to resolve disputes.”128 The
Aiskapimohkiiks Program seeks to divert cases from formal adjudication, “thereby achieving
maximum self-determination while restoring independence, solidarity, unity, peace and
harmony.”129 The Aiskapimohkiiks process involves two-phases: mediation and arbitration and
endeavors to incorporate Blackfoot traditions, values and customs.130 The first phase,
“Aiipohtsiniimsta,” utilizes mediation. The second phase, “Aiskapimohkiiks,” relies on arbitration
if the parties are unable to settle their dispute during the first phase. A three-member tribunal
comprised of an Elder, a member of the Siksika community and an independent Chairperson,
conducts the arbitration. The Aiskapimohkiiks Program also involves an Elders Advisory
Committee.131
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IV. Hybrid Models Directed at Matrimonial Property Disputes
1. Six Nations of Grand River
The matrimonial law of the Six Nations of Grand River community provides for
mandatory real property mediation.132 An exemption from this process is possible in situations
where domestic violence is present or if parties agree “there is no reasonable chance for
reconciliation.”133 Third party mediators are drawn from the community, and if necessary, given
training in mediation.134
Section 8.2 of A Law Concerning Matrimonial Real Property sets out the purpose of the
mediation, the process of selecting a mediator, and the steps that will happen leading up to and
after the mediation.
The mediator will be appointed by an Iroquois Tribunal Judge from a roster of
trained mediators identified from within the community. Rules and procedures for
mediation will be developed by the Office of the Iroquois Tribunal. Once engaged,
the mediator will confer with the parties, and with the children, if the mediator
considers it appropriate to do so, and will give their best effort to obtain an
agreement between the parties. Success or failure to come to agreement will be
reported to the Six Nations – Iroquois Dispute Resolution Tribunal. A mediated
agreement will be registered.135
The tribunal is anticipated to be the final decision-maker with regards to matrimonial real
property disputes, but with a right to appeal in certain circumstances to an Iroquois appellate
body.136 It is anticipated the tribunal will hold hearings in the communities where the dispute is
located and apply local matrimonial real property law.137 It will be comprised of community
members from Iroquois communities in Ontario and Quebec: the Six Nations of Grand River,
Mohawk Council of Akwesanse and Mohawks of Kahnawà:ke.138 Section 9.1 of the Law
132
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Concerning Matrimonial Real Property states that each of these will appoint three tribunal
judges creating a roster of nine tribunal judges in total. Only three of the nine, one from each
community and at least one from the community where the disputants reside, will sit to hear a
case.139 The process anticipates that expenses for the tribunal will be shared among the Iroquois
communities and that the three communities will develop matrimonial real property laws that are
“similar and have core [Iroquois] elements.”140 Although the tribunal will follow rules of
administrative justice applicable to Canadian tribunals, as much as possible the dispute
resolution will be “based on traditional approaches, such as those used in Justice Sentencing
Circles.”141
At the time of writing this paper, Six Nations was the only Iroquois community that
enacted matrimonial real property laws and as such, its law anticipates Six Nations will operate
the tribunal alone with three judges from that community until other Iroquois matrimonial real
property laws are in place.142 The traveling nature of the tribunal will not be implemented until
all three communities have appointed their respective judges.143 Six Nations has also developed a
regulation to govern the tribunal process.144 The regulation emphasizes that the Tribunal's
remedies and processes must comply with the "Matrimonial Real Property laws of Six Nations of
the Grand River and other member communities of the Iroquois Caucus, who have an
Matrimonial Real Property Law" and be “fair, just and equitable.”145 It also sets minimum
standards for member qualifications, which include impartiality and being of good character and
reputation.146 Members cannot be related by blood or marriage to each other, or to anyone whose
case “is subject of a review, decision or an Iroquois which is before the tribunal.”147 Members
appointed to the tribunal will serve for an indefinite period of time although their position is
subject to review by their respective Council after five years.148 If a case involves "culture,
tradition, heritage and language," then the tribunal may need input from the Elders.149 In such a
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case, "any person who is an Elder of Six Nations of the Grand River has the right to give relevant
input at the request of either spouse."150
To commence a tribunal proceeding, a written and signed application must be submitted
to the Office of the Registrar along with proof of service on any named Respondents.151 The
anticipated process for the tribunal hearing is as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Opening and closing prayer;
Acknowledge people present;
States rules of procedure to be used;
Deal with any preliminary objections concerning jurisdiction, irregularities,
service and any other preliminary matters of a material nature;
The Applicant presents his or her case and calls witnesses;
Each Respondent has the opportunity to cross examine the witness of the
Applicant;
At the conclusion of the case of the Applicant, each Respondent shall present
their evidence and call witnesses;
All other parties have the opportunity to cross examine the Witnesses of the
Respondent(s);
Re-examinational and rebuttal evidence is at the discretion of the Iroquois
Tribunal Panel;
At the conclusion of the case each party shall be given the opportunity to
provide argument;
The Hearing can be adjourned from time to time;
The Hearing is concluded when the Iroquois Tribunal declares the Hearing as
concluded.152

The process also requires all witnesses to provide testimony under oath or by way of
affirmation and hearings will generally be open to the public unless the tribunal determines
protection of privacy is required.153 Hearings may be completed or terminated in any of the
following circumstances: the rendering of a decision of the panel, if the parties have settled, "if
the applicant withdraws the notice of proceeding," if the parties agree to terminate the hearing or
if the tribunal considers continuation of the hearing to be unnecessary.154 Tribunal decisions can
be appealed to the Iroquois Tribunal Appeal Body which will include one of the original
members who heard the dispute.155 The appeal must be premised on an error in the application of
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relevant Iroquois matrimonial real property laws.156 The appeal body has the authority to award
costs to either party and such costs will usually be awarded if an appeal is deemed “frivolous or
vexatious.”157 If an individual fails to comply with a decision rendered by the tribunal, the
tribunal may also order costs, or engage the assistance of the Six Nations Government or a
Compliance Officer, where one exists, to enforce the decision.158
2. Beecher Bay First Nation
Beecher Bay First Nation matrimonial real property law requires parties to participate in
mediation if they are unable to successfully negotiate and conclude an Interspousal Contract with
regards to the division of matrimonial real property upon relationship breakdown.159 An
Interspousal Contract refers to "an agreement entered into between Spouses who are married to
each other or intend to marry" or "a Separation Agreement entered into between Spouses who are
married to each other and are living separate and apart":
...made in writing, signed by the Spouses and witnessed, in which
they agree on their respective rights and obligations under the
marriage or on separation, with respect to the possession or
division of Interests in Beecher Bay First Nation Land.160
The Council of Beecher Bay First Nation are responsible for developing the policy and
procedures for mediation and maintaining a roster of mediators after consultation with the
Elders Advisory Council and the Lands Management Advisory Committee.161 The roster must
“include one or more Elders who are qualified to apply the traditional laws and customers of the
Big House of the Beecher Bay First Nation [and] available to assist Spouses in resolving
disputes.”162
Spouses may jointly or independently initiate mediation. If mediation is initiated
independently, the initiating spouse is required to file a Notice of Request for Mediation with the
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Lands Manager and serve it on the other party.163 Once the Lands Manager has been notified that
the spouse has been served, the Notice of Request for mediation is delivered to the Land
Management Advisory Committee.164 Within thirty days the Lands Manager must schedule the
mediation.165 This time period may be extended at the request of the spouses or if the Lands
Manager is unable to arrange for a qualified mediator within the required time period.166 Ten or
more days prior to the commencement of the mediation, the Lands Manager must serve a Notice
of an Appointment for Mediation upon both spouses and the Lands Management Advisory
Committee.167 Spouses who have been served are required to attend mediation168 and the
mediation will be conducted expeditiously and in confidence.169 If mediation is successful, a
Separation Agreement is drafted.170 The mediator is responsible for notifying the Lands
Manager, who will then inform the Lands Management Advisory Committee.171 If the mediation
process is unsuccessful, the mediator must issue a confidential report outlining the unresolved
issues to each spouse and the Lands Manager.172
3. Opaskwaya Cree Nation and Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation
Similar processes to those adopted by Beecher Bay First Nation are adopted by several
other communities including the: Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, Lheidli T’enneh
First Nation, Matsqui First Nation, McLeod of Lake Indian Band, Muskoday First Nation,
Nipissing First Nation, and Opaskwaya Cree Nation.173 However, the Opaskwaya Cree Nation
does not mandate mediation. According to their matrimonial real property law mediation is an
option that either party can arrange prior to seeking formal adjudication through the Canadian
courts.174 The Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation’s process is mandatory, but the
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spouses may choose the mediator.175 If the spouses cannot agree on a mediator, the Band Council
will choose a suitable mediator.176 Regardless of the outcome of the mediation, in all of the
aforementioned First Nations, Council provides a certificate to the parties confirming compliance
with the mediation requirement.177 An alternative process, such as formal adjudication, may not
be pursued unless such a certificate can be produced.178
4. Kitslas and Westbank First Nations
Both the Kitselas First Nation and the Westbank First Nation require mediation before
formal adjudication of matrimonial property disputes.179 Under the Kitselas First Nation’s
process, either spouse may initiate mediation by providing a written request to the British
Columbia Mediator Roster Society.180 If the disputing spouses do not agree upon a mediator
within fourteen days of the initial request, the British Columbia Mediator Roster Society, at the
request of either spouse, will appoint one.181 Furthermore, within fourteen days of the
appointment of a mediator, each spouse is required to provide the mediator with a written
summary outlining all relevant facts and issues.182 The mediator is then required to provide
copies of the summaries to the other party while determining the suitability of the parties for
mediation. The mediator may refuse to mediate if he/she determines that the process will be
unsafe for one or both spouses.183 The mediation may be conducted “in joint meetings or private
caucus” and the mediator may “determine his/her own rules and procedures applicable to the
conduct of the mediation in accordance with the BC Mediation Roster Society standards.”184
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Parties may attend mediation in the presence or absence of legal counsel and have a duty
to attend upon receiving a notice of appointment.185 All statements made in the course of
mediation are confidential unless the mediator is concerned for the safety of a child.186 If the
parties successfully reach an agreement through mediation, after advising the parties to seek
independent legal advice, the mediator or a lawyer will draft a separation agreement for the
spouses to sign.187 The mediator is required to prepare a report if he/she deemed mediation to be
an unsuitable dispute resolution process, if a spouse refused to attend or if the mediation did not
result in an agreement.188 In that event, the report is to be sent to both spouses and may be
submitted to the Court in order to prove that mediation has occurred.189 Furthermore, a spouse
may commence further alternative dispute resolution processes in relation to matters that do not
concern First Nations land.190 The Westbank First Nation adopts the same process.191
5. Skawahlook First Nation
The Skawahlook First Nation community provides “justice assistance” to disputing
spouses.192 Qwi:Qwelstom refers to “justice” and is based on traditional dispute resolution
techniques.193 This form of mediation requires “affected family and community members to
discuss what has happened and to reach an agreement on how best to repair harm and restore
balance and harmony.”194 If mediation is successful, the chair is required to provide a copy of the
agreed upon Domestic Contract to the Lands Manager, who is responsible for notifying the
Lands Advisory Committee.195 If mediation is unsuccessful and domestic contract cannot be
achieved, the chair must deliver a confidential report to the spouses and the Lands Manager (if
the report is oral, the Lands Manager must reduce is to writing and it must be initialed by the
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chair).196 Spouses may then apply to the Court for adjudication and resolution. A spouse may
commence further alternative dispute resolution processes in relation to matters that do not
concern First Nations land.197
6. Tsawout First Nation
The Tsawout First Nation encourages spouses to resolve property disputes “through
cooperative discussion or through mediation or other alternative dispute resolution” 198 prior to
applying to the court for formal adjudication.199 Spouses may apply to the court provided
reasonable efforts have been made in order to resolve the dispute.200 The burden is on the person
opposing the application to court to demonstrate that reasonable efforts have not been made
through alternative dispute resolution.201 This approach is also adopted by the Tzeachten First
Nation.202
7. Anishinabek Nation (Union of Ontario Indians)
The Anishinabek Nation, which was incorporated in 1949 as the Union of Ontario
Indians, represents 39 First Nations in Ontario. In 2003, the Anishinabek Nation began looking
into creating community-based dispute resolution processes.203 While engaging in selfgovernment negotiations, they began crafting the processes after receiving funding.204 The
Anishinabek Nation has established dispute resolution systems to govern disputes including
matrimonial real property, education and governance.205
From the start, the Anishinabek Elders Council was involved in the four regional
workshops and the "wrap-up conference" that played a role in building the processes, bringing "a
196
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strong source of Traditional Knowledge to help solidify the Anishinabek Nation's understanding
of dispute resolution."206 With the hopes of incorporating the Anishinabek citizens' views on the
issue of dispute resolution, the workshops helped to strengthen the communities' support in
starting and shaping such a process.207 During 2004-2005, another set of workshops and a second
conference occurred, this time focusing on discussions about "external dispute resolution
processes" such as dispute resolution panels and the Commission's process.208
Some of the communities are very small, with populations no larger than a couple
hundred. For those communities, it would be difficult for it to have its own process.209 Thus, the
decision was that there would be "one national and four regional dispute resolution processes in
the Anishinabek territory."210 The regional processes are aimed at dealing with regional
challenges or disputes.211 The types of disputes that may be considered by the Anishinabek
Nation Tribunal and Commission are varied and include those that “concern the entire nation,
[disputes] between First Nations, governance and administration of First Nations, Election
Codes, Constitutions, matrimonial real property, citizenship, etc.”212 Moreover, “First Nations,
citizens, and non-members of the Anishinabek Nation” may utilize the Anishinabek Nation
Tribunal and Commission.213
Between 2005-2008, the structures, policies and practices of the four Dispute Resolution
Commissions and the Anishinabek Nation Tribunal and Commissions were determined.214 All
five Commissions ultimately rely on several alternative dispute resolution processes including
sharing Circles, mediation and dispute resolution panels.215
The processes draw on the traditional values and dispute resolution processes of the
communities.216 Respect is paid to the 7 grandfather teachings: wisdom (nbwaakawin), love
(zaagidwin), respect (mnaadendmowin), bravery (aakdehewin), honesty (gwekwaadziwin),
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humility (dbaadendiziwin) and truth (debwewin).217 The processes arise from models that are
"culturally appropriate" to the community and designed by the communities, resulting in a
greater understanding of what the process represents.218 The appeals and redress system that was
created involves community members by having them sit on the committees and respects
community individuality by providing for the procedures to be shaped to fit the particular
community's tradition or desired system.219 Some of the goals in the processes are to keep
relationships220 and to be fair, neutral, and confidential.221
One of the processes is the sharing Circle service. In this process, an Elder or member of
the committee works with the parties involved in a dispute in a voluntary, informal process
where they can discuss the dispute and explore how the dispute arose, the effects that have
flowed from the dispute, an how it may be resolved.222 This process encourages the community
and the person to take ownership of the act or harm.223
Another process is mediation. Here, a trained community member acts as a mediator to
lead a voluntary mediation.224 The process allows the parties to voice their concerns and
empowers the individuals to consider what they, and their communities, can do to move forward
from the dispute.225
Lastly, there is the dispute resolution panel service, which is typically used where
mediation or sharing Circles may not work well for the parties or where the parties would like a
decision made.226 Typically, three community members, who are trained in hearing evidence, sit
on a panel and hear the parties.227 In cases where the community panel members may be in
conflict with the dispute or parties, a panel member may be brought in from another
community.228 The panel is given the authority to hear evidence, make recommendations, and to
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make a final decision.229 The overall goal of the processes is to promote the upkeep of
relationships and to avoid situations that can divide people or communities.230
In March 2007, the Grand Council, Chiefs in Assembly of the Union of Ontario Indians
passed a draft version of matrimonial real property legislation in principle. The Anishinabek
Nation subsequently passed the law in June 2007.231 In terms of enactment, in 2010, the Grand
Council, Chiefs in Assembly passed a plan to develop and implement various regulations that
will “give effect” to the matrimonial real property law.232 The division and distribution process
for matrimonial real property in the event of marital breakdown must be initiated through an
application.233 Ultimately, the law states that its purpose “is to promote the best interests,
protection, and well being of members, citizens, and non-members who reside within First
Nations of the Anishinabek Nations, regarding the division and distribution of matrimonial real
property.”234
V. Hybrid Models Directed at Family Disputes
Although not directed at matrimonial real property, these processes draw on Indigenous
and Canadian legal traditions and can be adapted to address other family disputes, including
matrimonial real property disputes.
1. Nishnawbe Talking Circles
In 1990, the Nishnawbe-Aski Legal Services Corporation was tasked by the Chiefs of
Treaty Nine to establish alternative justice services for its community members. The process,
called "the Talking Together Program was created in 2002 to address the child welfare needs of
51 First Nations communities in the Nishnawbe-Aski Nation (NAN) territory."235 More
specifically, the program works with on- and off-reserve NAN First Nations children who have
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been apprehended and their families.236 Talking Together utilizes a restorative, Circle approach
“to bring participants together to discuss family problems in a non-judgmental way.”237 The
Circle is comprised of family members, workers, agency representatives and community
Elders.238 In the Circle, participants examine the ramifications of the issues experienced by a
particular family.239 "If an agreement is reached, it is used as the basis for the Plan of Care, and
filed with the Court.”240 Ultimately the purpose of the Talking Together initiative is to strengthen
the family unit.241
2. Mikmaw Family Group Conferencing
Commencing in 2005, the Mi’kmaw Family and Children Services Agency developed
Family Group Conferencing, “which is a culturally aligned strategy for family healing that uses a
healing Circle format to assist families in open protection cases, cases before the courts, children
in care and kinship placement in foster care and adoption.”242 As explained in our discussion of
BC Initiatives below, Family Group Conferencing is a phrase used to describe a participatory
process used in New Zealand and adapted in Canada. Here it often takes the form of Circle
decision making processes for conflict resolution in accordance with many First Nation legal
traditions. The Agency offers Mi’kmaw families the opportunity to engage kinship networks for
child placement as opposed to foster care or family court.243 Family Group Conferencing has
expanded and presently receives referrals from the Family Support Department and the various
Family and Community Healing Centres.244 One reason it has expanded is, as the Mi’kmaw
Family and Children Services Agency indicates, it:
very much resembles the healing Circle and the talking Circles of
[Mi’kmaw] culture. For many Mi’kmaq and other Aboriginal people
the Circle is a powerful symbol of connectivity and completeness.
The healing Circle / talking Circle has long been a place where
everyone is equal, where all can have a say. It is a healing Circle
where the heart can be unburdened, and words of consolation can be
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freely spoken. Everyone in the Circle has a piece of truth and
everyone’s contribution is intended to make it whole.245
3.

B.C. Circle and Family Group Conferencing Models
In 2004, 2006 and 2008, the British Columbia Ministry of Children and Family

Development provided significant funding to the Law Foundation of British Columbia for the
purposes of expanding alternative dispute resolution processes with respect to child protection,
particularly in the Aboriginal context.246 There are eleven participating agencies that have
implemented various "collaborative decision-making" (CDM) processes including family group
conferencing, traditional decision-making and hybrid models.247 Some of these are discussed
below.
Family group conferencing was originally used to describe a process used in New
Zealand where families, service providers and other professionals engage in collaborative
decision-making. It was “developed in response to the need for a culturally sensitive, familybased approach to the care of Maori children, who, like Aboriginal children in BC, were
disproportionately over-represented in the country’s foster care system.”248 This model is
premised on the notion of collective responsibility and involves the child, immediate and
extended family members and community members (as identified by the family) in the
development of a plan of care.249 An “underlying assumption of the [Family Group
Conferencing] process is that the family itself is best able to understand and articulate its
strengths, challenges, resources and supports, [and] therefore plans created by the family have a
higher probability of success.”250
A family group conference facilitator or coordinator is responsible for assisting families
in identifying and inviting appropriate individuals to the conference. Such conferences are
ultimately designed to enhance and augment a particular family’s support network.251 Traditional
decision-making processes also involve Elder wisdom and knowledge. They also generally
245
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commence and close with a prayer. If the Circle format is employed, there are typically “four
rounds: introduction/role identification; issue articulation; family planning; finalization of the
plans and/or check in. Teachings are shared by those with influence and authority in the meeting
- often Elders.”252 The individuals that comprise the Circle develop resolutions and as such, “the
individuals are the Circle and are encouraged to take responsibility of the resolution.”253 Multiple
meetings may be required in order to reach a resolution.254
(a) Carrier Sekani Family Services Society
The Carrier Sekani Family Services Society utilizes traditional decision-making
regarding child welfare disputes. A Family Justice Facilitator (Facilitator) is responsible for
arranging all pre-meeting and meeting details in addition to ensuring the safety of all
participants.255 Usually the Facilitator meets with the social worker prior to contacting the
parents and arranging the pre-meeting. During the pre-meeting, the Facilitator is responsible for
assisting participants to articulate and express their concerns and gauging relationship dynamics
between participants.256 Many individuals are invited to participate including children, siblings,
parents, Elders, extended family members and Clan members depending on the families’
preferences.257
The process is “child centered and ensures that the child’s voice is included.”258 The
Facilitators, which are "primarily of Carrier Sekani heritage," generally "have a variety of
qualifications and experience" with many holding a social work degree or similar education.259
He or she typically conducts an individual orientation with each participant, including service
providers, to discuss various issues and concerns prior to the meeting.260 The Facilitator, or if the
family elects, Elders, share teachings from both Western and Indigenous traditions: “participants
teach each other informally by relating their own similar personal experiences.”261 Once the
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family hears all protection and welfare concerns, they develop a plan and reduce it to writing.262
Depending on the nature of the case, the social worker may have ultimate decision-making
responsibility.263 The family and the social worker review the final agreement, which must
outline the manner in which it is to be executed and evaluated, and sign it accordingly.264 A date
for a review meeting must be scheduled, usually three months after the plan is finalized and
subsequent meetings may be arranged depending on the plans progress to account for any issues
and revisions.265
(b) Haida Child and Family Services Society
Pursuant to Haida culture and values, “disputes are typically resolved by consulting
Elders, matriarchs, or “aunties.” In the event of a concern about a child, a community member
will approach one of the people previously mentioned and ask for their assistance to
intervene."266 The Coordinator is responsible for inviting participants according to the families’
wishes and will contact all identified family members, community members, the social worker
and all other professionals involved.267 On occasion, some professionals have been precluded
from participating in the Circle “because the family does not want them there.”268 The
Coordinator also outlines the structure and purpose of the meeting during the pre-meeting stage.
During this stage participants will be asked to articulate “what they want for the child.”269
The meeting is often initiated by an opening prayer and "always with a song."270 Elders
and cultural support people “may share teachings.”271 The Circle provides all participants with an
"equal opportunity to speak."272 While the family is responsible for developing a plan, it is
subject to social worker approval.273 The meeting concludes with "a final round of the Circle
where participants are asked to say one thing each found significant. Then there are closing
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prayers and music."274 In terms of accountability, the Coordinator conducts approximately three
follow-up meetings for each conference, which is monitored by the social workers and any other
appropriate professionals.275
(c) Kla-how-eya Aboriginal Centre
The Kla-how-eya Aboriginal Centre engages a hybrid process that is primarily childfocused.276 During the pre-meeting stage, the family determines who to invite to the Circle with
the support of two Facilitators.277 The Facilitators explain the process to the family, discuss
potential options for resolution including the benefits of the Circle process, and advise the social
worker required to consent to any plans developed by the family.278 A four round talking Circle
is then utilized, which typically commences with a smudge and a prayer.279 The four rounds of
the talking Circle are as follows: role/relationship identification, issue identification, family
planning, and formalization of plans.280 Elders are available to provide "support and
recommendations from a neutral, community point of view" as requested.281 The meeting ends
with "a final round to debrief the process and acknowledge the relationships built."282 Food is
served to encourage sharing and relationship building, while also celebrating the commitments
contained in the plan.283 Another meeting and/or Circle may be arranged if necessary.284
(d) Northwest Inter-Nation Family and Community Services Society
Northwest Inter-Nation Family and Community Services Society also employs a hybrid
process. The Coordinator is required to determine "who should be invited" to the meeting "based
on discussions with the parents, children (12 years and older) and other family members" during
the pre-meeting phase.285 The actual meeting is often opened with a prayer, if the family
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requests, and is facilitated by the Coordinator.286 Traditional teachings are discussed and “taking
into account everyone’s different perspective, [the Coordinator] facilitates some mutual
understanding by assisting some parties to understand each other in individual meetings and
within the [Family Group Conferencing] meeting.”287 During the introductions, participation is
encouraged through the use of flip charts titled “Hopes,” “Strengths,” and “Issues/Concerns.”288
The Circle process then commences and all participants are permitted to speak.289 The affected
family is responsible for developing their own plan although it must be approved by the
Delegated Agency.290 Once a plan has been agreed on, the Coordinator formalizes it, a planmonitoring schedule is developed, and the Coordinator’s role concludes.291 Within three to six
months of the formalization of the agreement, a Family Group Conference Evaluator will also
follow-up with the family in order to gauge progress.292
(e) Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council
The Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal Council relies on a traditional approach in settling child
welfare and safety disputes that maintains: “opportunities for change and growth start with the
basic precepts of traditional family as the support system and strength to begin the healing of the
self.”293 The process includes as many family and community members as possible and
preparation for the main meeting involves several "cultural preparation and cleansing
ceremonies."294 The Coordinator is responsible for explaining the process to participants and
encouraging them to consider traditional teachings and "to use those teachings or to seek out
Elders who will counsel them as to their family practices."295 The Coordinator also arranges oneon-one meetings in order to empower individuals to actively participate.296 The family
conference meeting starts with an opening prayer and the Coordinator establishing guidelines
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and encouraging all participants to express views, opinions and concerns.297 All family members
who participate are equally responsible for the development and execution of a plan.298 Once
consensus is reached, the family and the social worker file any and all necessary paperwork.299
Follow-up meetings are arranged to measure progress and make adjustments.300
(f) Squamish Nation
The alternative dispute resolution processes developed by the Squamish draw on
traditional teachings and the Circle format. Proceedings are initiated by a social worker who
meets with the Coordinator/facilitator (facilitator) to discuss agency concerns and objectives for
the affected family.301 The social worker and the family identify individuals they believe will
contribute positively to the Circle.302 The Circle begins with a prayer by an Elder, family
member or community member.303 “[T]eachings are shared about local history, Squamish laws,
protocols, customs and the significance of these are explained. There is a respectful
acknowledgment of the family’s strengths and their value to the community.”304 The facilitator
encourages and supports participants to express their views while explaining the Circle
process.305
During "private family time," the family develops a resolution plan based on the
information presented and issues addressed in the Circle.306 The final agreement is formalized in
the full Circle after the family’s plan has been considered and accepted by the social worker.307
The Circle concludes with "a blessing and closing comments by an Elder, community member,
or family member."308 The facilitator, "one month after a Circle and three months thereafter for a
period of up to 18 months, "is responsible for interviewing at least three people from each Circle
in order to determine the executions and ramifications of the plan.309 If deemed necessary, the
297
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facilitator may arrange a follow-up Circle provided the social worker and the family approve.310
(g) Sto:lo Nation
The Sto:lo Nation promotes a traditional decision-making model in which ancestral
teachings are relied upon in order to resolve child welfare issues.311 A Family Justice Worker,
who often conducts home visits and pre-meetings in order to establish a relationship with the
affected family, is responsible for facilitating the Circle and is appointed within one to two days
of receipt of a request for service.312 At the request of Sto:lo Elders, children presently are not
permitted to attend any meetings or conferences.313 Ultimately the Circle provides a safe forum
for the discussion of concerns and possible solutions. Prior to attending the Circle, individuals
must refrain from substance use for at least four days.314 Elders attend the Circle with no prior
knowledge of the conflict in order to ensure that they “come in with no pre-judgment or presolutions to [the] conflict.”315 Their role is to support the family and provide traditional guidance
based on oral teachings.316
The ‘Smoyelhtel' guides the Circle through several processes including: opening prayer,
rules, introductions, explanation of the conflict, resolution development, check-ins and a closing
prayer.317 The Family Justice Worker then assists the affected parties in establishing a written
implementation plan.318 Once the Circle is completed and resolutions are established, "the file
remains open for up to two months."319 The Family Justice Worker is responsible for following
up with the family through personal contact to inquire into whether additional support is required
approximately one month after resolutions are developed, depending on the plan that was set
up.320 If necessary, "the file will remain open for another two to four weeks" prior to its
closing.321 Ultimately the length of time required to execute the plan varies on a case-by-case,
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Circle-by-Circle basis.322
VI. Conflict Resolution and the First Nations Land Management Act
Several First Nations have developed alternative dispute resolution processes under the
First Nations Land Management Act. While these processes do not currently apply to the
resolution of matrimonial real property disputes, similar models can be utilized and in some
instances are being adapted. Signatories to this Act include the Aitchelitz, Beausoleil, Buffalo
Point, Haisla Nation, Long Plain, Mashteuiatsh, Membertou, Miawpukek, One Arrow,
Shushwap, Skowkale, St. Mary's, Stz'uminus, Tsuu T'ina, Williams Lake Indian Band and
Yakweakwioose First Nations.323 Some examples of dispute resolution processes adopted under
the Act follow.
1. Long Plain First Nation
The Long Plain First Nation has established, under the Long Plain First Nation Land
Code, a dispute resolution process that can handle disputes around "interests and rights in
Lands."324 Informal discussions are the first stage of resolving the dispute325 and if those fail the
parties can then move through the following ordered stages of dispute resolution: "facilitated
discussions," appeal, or as a final option, Court adjudication.326 The Long Plain Land Authority,
developed to manage lands, is responsible for creating and maintaining a list of possible "appeal
panelists from among Eligible Voters, who have relevant knowledge and experience to serve on
the Appeal Panel for facilitated discussions and appeals."327 Sections 41 and 42 detail the
facilitated discussion and appeal stages of the process, where the same panel acts as facilitators
and as an appeal panel. When a dispute arises and an Appeal Panel is required, the Chief and
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Council appoint an “appropriate number of panelists from the roster to serve in the facilitated
discussion and appeal stages."328 A party seeking the resolution of a dispute is required to file a
written notice of appeal with the Land Authority.329 Within fifteen business days the Land
Authority must deliver a report to the Chief and council outlining the dispute, pursuant to section
41.1 of the Land Code. Within five business days, the Chief and Council establish the panel
under section 41.2. Under section 41.3, the panel must then convene as facilitators within five
business days. And if the parties are unable to reach consensus through facilitated discussion, the
appeals stage is triggered.330
The Appeal Panel may confirm, reverse, substitute or refer a decision.331 The decisions of
the Appeal Panel must be reduced to writing332 by the Chair and are “binding and shall be final
except for review by a court of competent jurisdiction.”333 While this process does not apply to
housing allocations or the settlement of matrimonial real property disputes,334 s. 37.1 indicates
that Council is responsible for developing and implementing a "spousal property law" applicable
upon marital breakdown to "the use, occupancy and possession" and "the division of interests" in
First Nation land. Such laws must ensure each spouse has “an equal right to possession” and “an
undivided half interest in their matrimonial home,” cannot "discriminate on the basis of sex" and
must limit those entitled to hold a permanent interest in land to members.335
2. Beausoleil First Nation
Beausoleil First Nation has established a similar process in their draft Land Code.
Citizens are required to “use best efforts to prevent disputes from arising and … consider the use
of dispute resolution processes at the earliest possible stage of any conflict.”336 The four stage
process for land disputes includes: negotiation, facilitated discussions, mediation and "final
arbitration by the Dispute Resolution Panel."337 An individual seeking assistance must file
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written notice of the dispute.338 All individuals involved must be: "treated fairly," "given a full
opportunity to present their case" and "given reasons for a decision made.”339 Section 43.4
provides that a notice of termination will issue if it is determined that facilitated discussions or
mediation are unsuccessful in resolving the dispute. In that case, the dispute may then progress to
"the next stage of the dispute resolution process or to final arbitration."340
The Roster Panel is comprised of twenty panelists at most,341 and is appointed by the
Beausoleil First Nation Council.342 Certain persons are precluded from being on the panel. In
order to avoid conflicts of interest, "no Council member, or employee of Beausoleil First Nation
or person already serving on another board, body, or committee related to Beausoleil First
Nation" is permitted to be on the roster.343 The panel to hear the dispute is made up of three
panelists selected from the roster panel. To select the panel, each party is permitted to select a
panelist, with the third being selected by "the rest of the panel."344 However, all three panelists
may, alternatively, be selected by the roster panel.345 This three person Dispute Resolution Panel
may confirm, reverse, substitute or refer a decision.346 The Dispute Resolution Panel may also
"direct an action be taken or ceased," make orders,347 and make recommendations.348 "Decisions
of the Dispute Resolution Panel must be in writing" and provided to all parties of the proceeding
within fourteen days of the decision date, if they so ask.349 Decisions of the Panel are binding,
but can be reviewed on application by the Federal Court’s Trial Division.350
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3. Haisla First Nation
The Haisla Nation Land Code was ratified in 2014351 and relies on informal discussions,
mediation and arbitration in the resolution of land-based conflicts. The Haisla Nation mandates
“wherever possible, a dispute in relation to the Nation’s Land must be resolved through informal
discussion by the parties to the dispute.”352 If informal discussions are unsuccessful, the parties
may attempt mediation, with a mediator selected from the British Columbia Mediator Roster
Society.353 If the parties are unable to agree on a mediator, they may request that the Society
appoint a mediator or they may select any other mutually agreed upon mediator.354 If mediation
fails, then the parties may apply to the British Columbia Arbitration and Mediation Institute in
order to commence arbitration proceedings.355 The rules of the British Columbia Arbitration and
Mediation Institute govern the arbitration process.356 The process is not currently available for
determining housing allocations.357
4. Stz-uminus First Nation
Similarly, the Stz’uminus First Nation employs informal discussions, mediation and
arbitration in order to settle land-based disputes.358 If parties are unable to resolve their dispute
through informal discussions, mediation may be pursued.359 The parties may jointly appoint a
mediator or may request that the Lands Advisory Board Resource Centre do so.360 If mediation is
unsuccessful, the parties may seek arbitration. The same appointment process that governs the
mediation also governs the arbitration.361
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VII. Conclusion
This paper considered examples of a wide assortment of First Nation approaches to
dispute resolution in Canada. The discussion opened with a general overview of many
Indigenous legal traditions and processes to resolve conflict. Next, the discussion shifted to
looking at numerous examples of dispute resolution processes operating on a community level
that draw on both Indigenous and Canadian dispute resolution processes and values. This review
is not comprehensive, but illustrates the variety of dispute resolution processes and the
commonalities that are shared in the dispute resolution models.
Several themes emerge. Cooperation appears to be an important part of many of the
processes and traditions considered here. Family and tradition are also frequently identified as
important factors in many of the dispute resolution processes. In the examples considered, panels
of multiple members, mediation, informal discussions and Circle processes are more commonly
employed as first resorts to dispute resolution rather than the relatively more adversarial
processes of litigation or formal negotiation.
Considering the interplay of Indigenous legal traditions with the processes to dispute
resolution and the models that have been developed in many communities, a number of other
themes may be identified. Responsibility, community, respect and discussion make frequent
appearances as principles that are incorporated into these processes. For example, Norman
Arnold Yellowman, from the Aamjiwnaang First Nation and part of the Anishinabek Nation
Youth Council described how the sharing Circle process developed by the Anishinabek Nation
can give the participants a chance to see "what love is, especially coming from a community
based approach."362 He went on to explain that the involvement of the Elders and that leadership
can bring a realization to the participant about their importance in the community.363
But, important to remember is that though some themes or commonalities have been
suggested here, "there is no 'on size fits all' approach" that can be applied to all Indigenous legal
traditions or community processes.364 Instead, there are a "wide variety of principled legal
responses and resolutions to harm and conflict available within each legal tradition."365
362
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Appendix to Indigenous Centered Conflict Resolution Processes in Canada
The Boy Who Shot The Star366
Back in the time of magic and mystery, when bears could talk and the moon
danced in the sky, two boys were the best of friends. The two would work for many hours
making many arrows so they could play the Great Hunter game. The boys would imitate the
great hunts of the men of their village. Bushes became bears, logs were killer whales, and
exposed tree roots became blackmail deer. Each day they would hunt until their arrows
were exhausted.
One day the boys had a contest to see who could make the most arrows. Themoon had
started to rise when the younger boy conceded, “I yield to you, my friend. My fingers are so
sore; I can do no more. You are the great chief of the arrow makers.”
“I am indeed,” said the older one good-naturedly. “I’ll race you to the top of the hill. Let’s
stand on top and see who can shoot an arrow the farthest.”
The boys sprinted up the hill until at last they reached the smooth, grassy hilltop that often
served as their playground. The older boy reached the top first and lay gasping for breath in
the moonlight.
As he looked at the dark shadows of the moon’s surface he said, “Look at the face of the
moon. How unbelievably ugly she is. She looks like my grandmother’s labret.”
“Don’t,” whispered the younger boy. “You must not speak of the moon that way. She’ll be
angry.” A shiver passed through the older boy as he heard his friend speak, for he knew
that the young boy spoke the truth.
The night air, which earlier had felt soft and inviting, now felt threatening. As the boys
made ready to return to the safety of their houses, darkness, black and sinister, enveloped
them. It was as if a giant hand had snatched the moon and stars from the sky, leaving
behind inky blackness. The howling sound that followed would have made even their great
chief himself shiver with fear. A rainbow shot out of the black void and curled round and
round the boys.
The younger boy huddled on the ground until the spectre vanished. When he dared to look
up he saw that the moon and stars were back in the sky, but where was his friend? Had the
moon’s messenger carried him off?
At first the young boy covered his head and cried piteously for his lost friend. Then he
began to get angry. He shouted at the moon, “How dare you take the great chief of the
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arrow maker from the earth! I’ll teach you and your friends a lesson. I’ll pierce the hearts of
your friends, the stars, until you are alone in the
sky as I am on earth.”
With that, the boy took aim at the star next to the moon. His arrow flew toward the glowing
heart of the moon’s brightest companion. As he watched, the star darkened. He shot arrow
after arrow into the sky and none returned to the earth.
After a time the boy noticed that something was hanging down very near to him. He shot an
arrow at it, and the arrow stuck to the bottom of the object. Arrow after arrow he let fly
until the arrows formed a chain that seemed to reach to him.
His anger and his arrows spent, the young boy laid upon the grassy hill and cried once more
for his lost friend. Soon he was asleep.
When he awoke he looked heavenward. Much to his surprise, his chain of arrows had
disappeared, and in its place was a ladder. The ladder beckoned, “Little boy, climb me and I
shall show you worlds unimagined. Come, little boy come. You must bring something of
your world to the sky world. Come, little boy, quickly! Soon it will be light.”
What could the young boy bring from this world? He didn’t have time to get dried fish and
berries. Instead, he gathered small branches from various nearby bushes. He stuck the
twigs into his hair so that his hands would be free to climb.
As dawn crept from her drowsy sleep, the boy began his ascent. He climbed the ladder all
day and camped upon it at nightfall. As he resumed his journey the next morning, his head
felt very heavy. He seized the salmonberry bush that he had stuck in his hair and found it
loaded with berries. He ate the berries and felt much strengthened. After that he resumed
his climb. About noon he again felt hungry, and his head felt heavy. The boy pulled a bush
out of the other side of his head and found it loaded, too – with blue huckleberries this time.
The young boy made camp upon the ladder. When he awoke in the morning, he continued
climbing. At noon, his head began to feel heavy again. He reached to the back of his head
and found red huckleberries growing there. “Ahh, food for another day,” he thought.
Late in the day the boy reached the top of the ladder. He staggered with exhaustion and
was asleep before he could gather soft moss for his bed. While he slept, he dreamed that a
young woman called to him, “Get up. I come for you.” So real was the image that he awoke
with a start. He looked around but no one was there. He rolled over and pretended to sleep,
but looked out through his eyelashes. By and by a very small but handsome girl reached out
to him. Her clothes were made of soft deerskin, and her leggings were adorned with
porcupine quills.
The girl whispered, “I have come for you. My grandmother has sent me to bring you to her
house.” The boy rose up and followed her to a little house near a great lake. An old woman
was waiting at the door.
The old woman said, “Why do you enter the land above, my grandson?” “Good
grandmother,” answered the young boy, “my companion was taken from our world and I
wish to find him. I fear for his life.”
“Oh!” answered the old woman. “He is only a short distance away. I hear him crying every
day. He is being held captive by the moon. But you must be strong if you are to rescue him.
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I will give you food.” Then the old woman put her hand to her mouth and a salmon ppeared.
When she reached to her mouth again, meat and berried poured forth.
After the young boy had eaten his fill she gave him four objects: a spruce cone,
a rose bush, a piece of devil’s club, and a small piece of whetstone. “You may
find these helpful,” said the old woman. “The moon is difficult to defeat.”
The boy thanked the old woman and left to find his friend. As he got closer to
the moon’s house he heard his companion’s cries. The older boy had been
placed on a high platform near the smoke hole. The younger boy climbed on
the roof and pulled his friend out through the smoke hole. Putting the spruce
cone down where his friend had been, the boy told it to imitate the older boy’s cries.
The boys climbed down from the roof and ran toward the ladder. The spruce cone cried so
hard that it became dislodged from the platform and fell right in the middle of the moon’s
house.
“My captive has escaped,” cried the moon. The moon started in pursuit of the two boys.
The boys turned to see the moon closing the gap between them. In desperation, the
younger boy threw the devil’s club behind him. Instantly, a thick forest of devil’s club grew
up. It slowed the moon for a moment, but she used her magic to cut through it.
When the moon again approached, the boy threw down the rose bush, and such a thicket of
roses grew that the moon was again delayed. But he moon was powerful and she broke
through the thicket.
Now the two boys were nearly in her reach. The younger boy threw down the whetstone,
their last talisman. The stone became a high cliff. Again and again the moon climbed the
cliff, only to be rolled back each time.
At last the boys reached the place where the ladder had been, but they were disappointed
to find it destroyed. “It’s been dashed to bits,” cried the younger boy. “Must we live in the
sky forever?”
Then the old woman appeared and said, “I will help you return to your world. First, you
must lie down and think only of your favourite place on top the hill. Don’t think of anything
else except that playground.”
The boys concentrated hard, but after a time the older one thought of the old woman’s
house, and immediately the two boys found themselves back there. The old woman said,
“Try again. This time, think only of your beloved playground.”
Again the boys focused their thoughts on the grassy hilltop, and when they awoke they
were lying on their playground at the foot of the broken ladder. They heard the drum calling
the villagers to a death feast. They watched the people walking sombrely, their faces
blackened and their eyes reddened with tears.
“I wonder who died,” thought the older boy.
“Look there, at our mothers. They mourn for us,” exclaimed his friend.
The older boy saw his younger brother walk by, and he called to him, “Brother,
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come here. It is I.”
The little boy was afraid that the apparition would take him to the spirit world
so he ran to the safety of his house.
“Mother”, said the little brother, “my brother calls to me outside our house.”
“You foolish at child,” answered the mother, “your brother is dead.”
The boy continued to call to his little brother. “Please, little brother, take this
shirt to my mother so that she’ll know that I am indeed alive.”
Finally the little boy bravely approached his brother and saw that he was not
from the land of the dead.
“They are alive! They are alive!” he called. The villager rejoiced at the safe
return of the two young companions.
The older boy learned his lesson. He never again said unkind things about the
moon. “You never know when she might find a way over that cliff,” he thought.

